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Trend: Dissatisfaction









Trend: Academic critique 
against ineffectiveness



IPRs

• Unitary regime for patenting

• Main problem: language translations

• Italia aims to stay outside

• More bi / multilater trade 
agreements?



Nokia & Ericsson
...Unfortunately the current package of proposals for EU Patent 
Reform does not achieve this important objective. On the contrary, 
the proposed Regulation now before the European Parliament is 
seriously flawed.

We are concerned that, if passed, it will harm innovation, 
competition and enterprise in Europe for years and decades to come. 
It will put Europe at a serious disadvantage compared with other 
nations and trading blocs, both established and developing, around 
the world. In short it creates a non-level playing field for European 
companies doing business in Europe....



Meanwhile in China

China registered 526,412 patent applications in 2011, the highest 
for any nation, taking the world total to more than 2 million, a 
U.N. report said.
The World Intellectual Property Organization, a U.N. intellectual 
property agency headquartered in Geneva, said the United States 
came in second with 503,582 applications, and Japan third with 
342,610 applications last year..With its record registration, the 
report said China's State Intellectual Property Office has become 
the world's largest patent office, surpassing the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office and the Japan Patent Office.



“The stars are almost aligned,” says 
Greg Slater, director of global trade 
policy at Intel, the chipmaker. The US 
and EU “have the opportunity to try to 
set the gold standard” in areas such as 
intellectual property protection, he 
says, which emerging markets like 
China and India would then have to 



Finnish trend

• Administrators are liable for everything

• Finreactor: moderating discussions makes 
you liable for all infringements

•DC++: Rightholders demand millions of 
Euros from hub-owners

• Kaljakellunta.com: Prosecutor - Running a 
discussion board is equal to arranging an 
event IRL.





Cloud 



SaaS /
Cloud

“in-house, third-party, and 
outsourced applications all 

operating in a uniform 
environment, with on-demand 
provisioning of both in-house 

and outsourced hardware 
resources and also, of course, 

high degrees of security, 
monitoring, auditing, and 
management.” (Foster and 

Tuecke 2006)



..In other words

• There are no predefined services providers but instead the 
user selects dynamically the service provider, which matches 
best to the profile user has defined

• The roles of service user and provider are dynamic i.e. anyone 
can let others to use their free resources.

• The services are offered globally i.e. the user does not 
(necessary) know there the service provider is physically 
located.

• The service itself may be a product of several services, which 
are dynamically linked together



IPRs and Services

• IPRs don’t generally speaking protect services as such

• However, certain aspects of services can be protected:

• Brand: trademark, design rights (utility patents)

• Tools & processes:  patents, copyright (in case of 
software), trade secrets



In case of software

• Using software to offer services not relevant as such 
from the copyright perspective

• Not “making a copy” or  “making available”

• However, it is still possible to have specific 
provisions how the software can be used in the 
software licenses

• For example, the number of users may be limited or 
the users have to be employees etc.



OSS and Cloud

• None of the widely used OSS-licenses contains 
special ASP/SaaS/Cloud-related clauses

• Since software is not distributed, even strong 
copyleft licenses do not require publication of the 
changes

• Some developers (and Richard Stallman) consider 
this as “ASP/SaaS-loohole”



Strong copyleft..?

Derived 
work

Original 
work

Organization X

Some 
changes

Distribution of 
software

Requirement to 
publish the source 

code



Earlier Exceptions

• Affero General Public License

• Modified version of GPL v.2

• Official support of Free Software Foundation

• Honest Public License

• Modified versions of GPL v.2

• by Fabrizio Capobianco

• http://www.funambol.com/blog/capo/files/HPL_draft.txt



Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
License, if you modify the Program, your 
modified version must prominently offer all 
users interacting with it remotely through a 
computer network (if your version supports 
such interaction) an opportunity to receive the 
Corresponding Source of your version by 
providing access to the Corresponding Source 
from a network server at no charge, through 
some standard or customary means of 
facilitating copying of software. This 
Corresponding Source shall include the 
Corresponding Source for any work covered by 
version 3 of the GNU General Public License 
that is incorporated pursuant to the following 
paragraph.



“The GNU AGPL needs to 
cover all the various protocols 

and means for network 
interaction in order to fully 
achieve its purpose. For 

example, some developers 
who work on games that use a 
client-server architecture have 
expressed interest in a license 
that makes sure that both the 
server and client remain free 
and available to all players; 

AGPLv3 would provide that for 
them. A strong interpretation is 

also more forward-looking.”

Free Software Foundation:



..meaning that:

Derived 
work

Original 
work

Organization X

Some 
changes

“...interact with users 
through a computer 

network”

Requirement to 
publish the source 

code



Privacy regulation 
updata



Original goal

• To update the existing regulation to meet the 
change in technologies

• To give more rights to both citizens and also 
data protection authorities



However..

• “Regulatory capture” in action
• Heavy lobbying from e.g.

• U.S Government
• Facebook, Google etc.

• To water down the proposal



Key features

• “Clarified definitions of “personal information” and 
“consent”. 

• Data protection by Design
• Accountability + Notification of breaches
• Portability + right to access (for free)
• Right to be forgotten
• International regulatory scope

• Applies always if EU citizens are being targetted



Personal information

• A person must be considered identifiable 
when either the data controller or another 
natural or legal person can identify the 
person.



Consent

Data subject's perceived behaviour
or

Result of an active choice



Data protection by 

Article 23:
“The controller shall, both at the time of the 
determination of the means for processing and at 
the time of the processing itself, implement 
appropriate technical and organisational 
measures and procedures in such a way that the 
processing will meet the requirements of this 
Regulation and ensure the protection of the 
rights of the data subject.”



Right to be forgotten

• Most controversial feature
• Many open questions

• Practical (backups? Who pays the costs)
• Content spesific (photographs? Discussions?)



Accountability

Article 22
“The controller shall adopt policies and implement 
appropriate measures to ensure and be able to demonstrate 
that the processing of personal data is performed in 
compliance with this Regulation.
The controller shall implement mechanisms to ensure the 
verification of the effectiveness of the measures referred to in 
paragraphs 1 and 2. If proportionate, this verification shall be 
carried out by independent internal or external auditors.”



Notifications

• Article 31:
“In the case of a personal data breach, the controller shall without undue 
delay and, where feasible, not later than 24 hours after having become 
aware of it, notify the personal data breach to the supervisory authority. 
The notification to the supervisory authority shall be accompanied by a 
reasoned justification in cases where it is not made within 24 hours.”

• Article 32:
“When the personal data breach is likely to adversely affect the 
protection of the personal data or privacy of the data subject, the 
controller shall, after the notification referred to in Article 31, 
communicate the personal data breach to the data subject without 
undue delay.”



Portability

Data portability
Article 18
“The data subject shall have the right, where 
personal data are processed by electronic 
means and in a structured and commonly used 
format, to obtain from the controller a copy of 
data undergoing processing in an electronic 
and structured format which is commonly used 
and allows for further use by the data subject.”



International scope

• A change from a general prohibition of 
transferring data to third countries 
(notwithstanding derogations) as contained in 
the Directive to the principle that transfers can 
only take place if enumerated conditions are met

• Fines - %



No research 





BERNARD & CIE - 
Les successeurs de L. Prégermain

Design Right & Software

BERNARD & CIE - 
Les successeurs de L. Prégermain "  BURBERRY LIMITED



DESIGN RIGHT - 
REQUIREMENTS

Requirements: New and unique

No “prior art”

Exception: One year grace period to test in the markets

Uniqueness means that the design has to be different than 
the existing designs 

Protection for lines, contours, colours, shape, texture, 
materials and/or its ornamentation

From PRH or more typically, from OHIM



HOW EXPENSIVE?

“The fees for registering and publishing one design 
are €350 for five years’ protection. The system is 
“fee-decreasing” which means that in a multiple 
application, the fees for the second to 10 th design 
will be 50% of the basic fee each and less than 25% 
of the basic fee for the 11 th design onwards.”



EXAMPLE: JOHN 
DEERE FORESTRY



EXAMPLE: VALIO



EXAMPLE: RAPALA



EXAMPLE:
MANNERHEIMIN LASTENSUOJELULIITON 
HÄMEEN PIIRIN KOTINEUVOLA OY 



Microsoft nro. 000329560-0006 

Microsot nro. 000217054-0009



   Graphical user interfaces 14.04   Nokia Corporation 



   Graphical user interfaces 14.04   Nokia Corporation 



Graphical user interfaces    Apple Inc. 



Graphical user interfaces    Apple Inc. 



   Graphical user interfaces    Apple Inc. 



   Apple Inc. Graphical user interfaces 



   Graphical user interfaces Aladdins ApS 



Björklöf 2010



Make licenses, 
not war?



Sony Rootkit case



Sony Rootkit - Background

Sony BMG wanted to put more effective “copy protection” to its CDs

New software included so-called rootkit-technology

Security researcher Mark Russinovich was first to publish the case. He 
found that “copy protection”:

Created a security hole, which third-party malware could use

Consumed computer resources even while no listening took place

No consent, no easy way to uninstall



Sony’s initial position

"Most people, I think, don't even know what a rootkit is, so why 
should they care about it?"

The President of Sony BMG's global digital business division Thomas Hesse



News escalation
Original blog-post

BoingBoing Social media

N+1 Other blogs Social media 
aggregators

Mainstream news 



Actions in USA

7 Class Action Suits

3 Investigations by Attorney Generals

Investigation by FTC



Non-action in EU

The protected CD were never “officially” sold 
inside EU

Consumer NGO’s demanded action

There was some discussions -> no offical actions taken



http://www.doxpara.com/?q=/node/1129



http://www.doxpara.com/?q=/node/1129



Outcome
In United States Sony BMG settled:

Compensation to consumers

Payments to States

Tight restrictions how “copy protections” could be used in the 
future

Soon afterwards Sony BGM gave up using “copy protection in 
CDs



Aftergame
Sony BMG Music Entertainment is suing a company that 
developed antipiracy software for CDs... Sony BMG is 
seeking to recover some $12 million in damages from the 
Phoenix-based technology company..accuses Amergence of 
negligence, unfair business practices and breaching the 
terms of its license agreement by delivering software that 
"did not perform as warranted."


